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Abstract 

Teixobactin (TXB) is a newfound anti-microbial, focusing on the 

bacterial cell divider forerunner Lipid II (LII). In the current 

work, four restricting methods of TXB on LII were recognized 

by a contact-map based bunching strategy. The exceptionally 

adaptable twofold complex troupe was produced by equal 

hardening metadynamics reproduction in an all-around 

tempered way (PTMetaD-WTE). In concurrence with 

exploratory discoveries, the pyrophosphate gathering and the 

joined first sugar subunit of LII are seen as the negligible theme 

for stable TXB official. Three of the four restricting modes 

include the ring structure of TXB and have moderately higher 

restricting affinities, demonstrating the significance of the ring 

theme of TXB in LII acknowledgment. TXBLII buildings with a 

proportion of 2:1 are additionally anticipated with setups to 

such an extent that the ring theme of two TXB particles bound 

to the pyrophosphate-MurNAc moiety and the glutamic 

corrosive buildup of one LII, separately.  
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The high adaptability for both TXB and LII builds the decent 

variety of restricting signals. With such huge numbers of polar 

buildups, for example, charged deposits PP-4, Glu-7, Lys-8, Ala-

10 (charged C-terminal buildup) in LII, and the polar ring theme 

in TXB, a great deal of nearby minima could be predicted on 

the free vitality surface (FES) of TXB-LII official. Three rehashes 

of the recreation were run for 200 ns to examine the  

 

 

authoritative of one TXB and one LII. The quantity of contacts 

between the two atoms demonstrated diverse restricting 

status for each unique rehash. Be that as it may, no steady 

restricting mode could be found from these three rehashes 

and now and again the setup was caught in the neighborhood 

minima for about 100 ns. It would be hard for a thorough 

investigation by impartial MD reenactments since they are 

frequently caught in the nearby minima; thusly, an upgraded 

examining technique is required. 

 

Using PTMetaD-WTE simulations, we explored the binding 

phase space between the two molecules of TXB and LII. We 

also developed a strategy to accurately cluster structures for a 

system with very high flexibility, which was realized by labeling 

each structure with the featured residue-contacts and 

grouping the structures with these labels. Four binding modes 

(BM1, BM2, BM3 and BM4) were discovered. These structural 

models explain several experimental observations by 

confirming that: 1) the pyrophosphate-MurNAc moiety of LII is 

the minimal motif for a stable binding in BM1; 2) The ring 

motif of TXB is critical for its bactericide function; and 3) 

Binding sites in LII, the pyrophosphate-MurNAc moiety, the 

carboxyl group on the backbone of glutamic acid residue and 

the carboxyl group on the backbone of C-terminus alanine 

residue play essential roles in the synthesis of the bacterial cell 

wall. Thus, TXB resistance mutants of LII are unlikely to 

develop. To further validate such binding modes, X-ray and 

NMR approaches may be needed. Based on the flexible nature 

of such binding it is anticipated that direct structure 

characterization with the crystallography or NMR may be 

difficult. With our predicted complex models as a working 

hypothesis, experiments can be designed to explore the 

recognition mechanism between TXB and LII. 
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